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Rademacher asked the following: If  hl/kl and hz/kz are adjacent terms in a 
Farey series and if the Dedekind sums s(h, , kl) and s(he , ka) are both positive, 
then is s(h, + It,, k, + k,) > O? In this note, an infinite family of counter- 
examples is constructed. 
The Dedekind sum s(h, k) is defined as s(h, k) = C,~~,,ek) (&/k))((&/k)) 
for k > 0, where 
From the definition of ((x)) it is clear that s(/z, , k) = s(h2 , k) for h, = h, 
(mod k) and s(--h, k) = -s(h, k). 
The Farey series of order n, denoted by $n , is the increasing series of 
reduced fractions h/k between 0 and 1 with 1 < k < n. Hence h/k E 9, if 
O<h<k<n,(h,k)=l. 
Rademacher [5, Satz 51 proved 
THEOREM 1. If h,/k, and h,/k2 are consecutive terms in a Farey series, 
then 
4h, + h, , kl + k,) 
= Hs(h, , W + s(hz , k,)l + 
(k, - k,)(l + k12 + klk, + kg21 
24k,k,(k, + k,) * 
This theorem motivated Rademacher to ask the following question at the 
1963 Boulder, Colorado Number Theory Conference [l, Vol. 2, p. 626; 41: 
If h,/k, and h,/k, are adjacent fractions in the Farey series of some order 
and if s(h, , k,) and s(h2 , k2> are both positive, is it necessarily true that 
s(h,+hz,k~+kdBO? 
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In this note Rademacher’s question is answered with 
THEOREM 2. For inf&titely many adjacent fractions h,lk, < h,/k, of some 
Farey series 9$ (n varying), s(h, , kJ and s(hz , k,) are positive while s(h, + h, , 
k, + k,) is negative. 
For the proof of Theorem 2, some basic facts about Farey series and 
Dedekind sums are needed. 
LEMMA 1. If h/k, h”/k”, h’lk’ are three consecutive terms of 9n , then 
h”/k” = (h + h’)/(k + k’). 
LEMMA 2. Let h/k E g% and let (x, y) be the unique solution of hy - kx = 1 
with n - k < y d n. Then x/y precedes h/k in s”, , (x, y) = 1. 
For proofs of these two lemmas see [2]. 
Dedekind sums satisfy the well-known reciprocity law [6]: 
(1) s(h, k) + s(k, h) = -t + 2~ ((k/h) + (h/k) + (l/hk)). Also note 
that s(h/k) = s(h, k) is well defined as a function of a rational argument 
since s(qh, qk) = s(h, k) if q is a positive integer [5, Hilfssatz 41. 
Rademacher [5, Satz 41 related Dedekind sums of adjacent terms of a 
Farey series by 
LEMMA 3. If h,/k, < h,/k, are adj,cent fractions of some Fn, then 
s(h, , k,) - 44 , 4) = t - K1 + k2 + k,2)lWW,)l. 
This lemma shows that if h,/k, is fixed and h,‘/k,’ is the preceding fraction 
in 9n , then s(h,‘, k,‘) decreases to - co, and so is eventually negative. Note 
also that Theorem 1 follows from a double application of Lemma 3. 
Theorem 2 can now be proved. 
Proof. Set h,/k, = 3/r, r = 3m + 2, m > 2. From (1) ~(3, r) + s(r, 3) = 
-) + i+[(3/r) + (r/3) + (1/3r)]. Since s(r, 3) = -s(l, 3) = -Ai, s(3, r) = 
(r2 - 7r + 10)/36r and for r > 5, ~(3, r) > 0. Tf h/k precedes 3/r in %n then 
by Lemma 3, 
s(h, k) = ; + 
r2 - 7r + 10 _ 1 + k2 + r2 
36r 12kr ’ 
and so if 
N =r2+2r+7 
T  3 
= 3m2 -t 6m i- 5, 
s(h, k) > 0 if k < N, , while s(h, k) < 0 for k >, N, . If x = 3m + 4, y = 
3(m + l)“, then (x, y) is the unique solution of 3y - rx = 1 with N, - r - 
1 < y < N, - 1 and by Lemma 2, h,/k, = x/y is the reduced fraction 
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preceding 3/r in 9&+t)2 . Since k, < N, , s(h, , k,) > 0. By Lemma 1, 
11, + h, 3m + 7 
k,= 3m2 + 9m f 5 
is the term of &m~+9m+5 preceding h,/k, and s(h, + h, , k, + k,) < 0, since 
3m2 + 9m + 5 > N, . Therefore, the desired counterexamples are 
i 
3m + 4 3m + 7 3 
3(m + 1)2 ’ 3m” + 9m + 5 ’ 3m + 2 1 ’ 
m 2 2. 
Q.E.D. 
The Dedekind sums of the above fractions can be explicitly evaluated. 
Salie [7] proved that s(3x + 1, 3x2) = 1/(18x2), so that s(3m + 4, 
3(m + 1)2) = 1/[18(m + 1)2] and from Theorem 1, s(h, + h, , k, + k,) can 
be found. A small table of counterexamples is exhibited below. 
Many other families of counterexamples can be found. Care must be taken 
in the choice of h2/k2, since s(h, k) may equal zero; choices of h, = 1 or 
h, = 2 yield no counterexamples. 
TABLE I 
Fn h&l (hl+hzMkl+ke) hzik, 4h, > k,) @,+h, , kl+kJ s(hz > kJ 
2 lo,‘27 13135 318 l/l62 -l/14 l/16 
3 13148 16159 3jll l/268 -9,‘118 3122 
4 16175 19/89 3114 l/450 -7189 3/14 
5 19jlOS 221125 3117 l/648 -2125 5117 
6 221147 251167 3120 l/882 -271334 318 
Note added inproof. Rademacher’s question has been solved independently by Laurence 
Pinzur, On a question of Rademacher concerning Dedekind sums, Proc. Amer. Math. Sot. 
209 (1976), 11-15. 
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